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Welcome!
graph-based analytics like ContextSense and
Explore. This will lead to a good positioning to
tackle future demands in these topics.

Dear readers,
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and
Deep Learning have become topics of popular culture: Many contemporary books and
films revisited the phenomenon and in daily
applications like natural language processing
(Siri, Alexa etc.) or search algorithms, everyone is used to it.
Of course, the topic is of highest interest for
the car industry: All areas involved are working on methods to assemble Artificial Intelligence from across different tools for business
intelligence, data management, and predictive analytics. An essential precondition is to
have enough „interesting“ data available to
teach and train the algorithm.
We at VIRTUAL VEHICLE have anticipated that
trend early with investments in projects having a strong focus on composable data and
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Another example is UPSIM: This strategic project will boost system simulation credibility
via introducing a formal simulation quality
management approach, encompassing collaboration and continuous integration for
complex systems. Read more about this in
our current issue of VIRTUAL VEHICLE Magazine (page 8-11).
Since its foundation, VIRTUAL VEHICLE has
proven that it always pushes its research on
the pulse of the time and ahead. The founding of our new subsidiary „SETLabs Research
GmbH“ in Germany follows this basic principle: in the future, SETlabs will successfully
promote the topics that VIRTUAL VEHICLE
developed over the years, will bring them
into other markets and open up new fields of
business.

UPSIM
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We are already looking forward to telling you
more about this exciting spin-off in an upcoming issue of VIRTUAL VEHICLE Magazine!
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DR. JOST BERNASCH
Managing Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

PROF. HERMANN STEFFAN

Graz University of Technology

Scientific Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH is Europe’s largest R&D center for virtual vehicle technology
with over 300 employees.

Following this focus on industry-related research VIRTUAL VEHICLE is an innovation catalyst for future vehicle technologies.

Research priority is the linking of numerical simulations, SW-defined functions, and hardware testing, which leads to a powerful HWSW whole system design and the reduction of
development & operations efforts.

The international partner network of VIRTUAL
VEHICLE consists of 100+ national and international industrial partners (OEMs, Tier 1+2,
and software vendors) as well as 40+ scientific
institutions.
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CEO Notes

From “Big Data“ to
“Graph Database“
DR. JOST BERNASCH, CEO, Virtual Vehicle Research GmbH

In recent years, collecting big data has
been considered the holy grail in the
development of new technologies. It proves the speed of the digital transformation
that this trend is already being replaced
again.
Instead of focussing only on big data and
„data lakes“, composable data and graphbased analytics are increasingly moving to
the centre of product development. It’s an
oft-cited anecdote, but it’s worth repeating:
there are now more lines of code in a single
vehicle than there were in the first rocket on
the moon, and more simulations are being
calculated with more data and dependabilities than ever before.
That example makes it obvious that data and
analytics have become central to an organization’s success. But it’s not the sheer amount of
massive data that makes the difference: The
quality of data and smart tools to support
simulation based decision making decide
whether or not a competitive advantage can
be gained.
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Modelling and simulation have become inseparable activities in any applied science or
engineering research. This is true especially
in the automotive industry with varying simulations from different departments, Tier-1&2
suppliers and 100s of simulation tools with
distributed test, process, parameter, CAD,
simulation etc. data. But developers must answer complex questions:
Which data is valid, up-to-date, complete?
Who has which rights and views?
Where is information missing?
So, accelerating change these days means
primarily feeding and scaling algorithms with
relevant, connected and suitable data. Composable data and semantic knowledge graph
are key for the development of complex products using virtual simulation technologies.
As analysts from Gartner recently stated, a
distributed data environment should not be
seen as a single tool, but rather a set of tools
put together into a solution – and metadata
powered by a graph database is the glue that
holds it together.

Everything is distributed,
the graph relates everything
Everything is distributed, the graph relates
everything: Gartner predicts that graph technologies will underpin 80 percent of data analytics innovations by 2025. This is important
since the development of modern vehicles is
distributed across a wide range of partners.

“Composable data and
knowledge graphs are key
for the development of
complex products.“
OEMs, HW/SW suppliers, development service providers, often dispersed all over the
departments. Even at the central partner, the
OEM, data and information are distributed
in thousands of databases across specialized
departments.

put all these parts together. Data have to be
up-to-date and available in a dynamic manner (purpose driven access depending on
viewpoint) to serve as a basis for decisionmaking.
However, the simulation results must also be
processed in a way to enable managers and
decision-makers to make clear and accurate
decisions, despite all the complexity.
Our already available research results demonstrate attractive opportunities to efficiently
work with composable data and graph databases. And context matters: only if data are
effectively orchestrated through the evergrowing set of available information, it will be
possible to create agility, save time and reduce maintenance cost.

Availability, aggregation and adaptive
viewpoints of data
An increasing virtual development, system
simulation and even virtual validation has to
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GlobalNews
Lucid: new Tesla competitor?
US electric car maker Lucid has big plans: Lucid CEO
and former Tesla engineer Peter Rawlinson wants his
electric cars to attack industry pioneer Tesla in the luxury, compact and low-cost segments. The company
plans to launch its first electric car, the Lucid Air, as
early as this year. Peter Rawlinson from Lucid Motors
talks about the development of his company at the
GSVF from September 1st to 2nd.

China invests in autonomous driving

Liverpool set to become drone metropolis

Chinese ride-hailing giant Didi Chuxing appears to be
launching a fundraising spree for its autonomous driving
subsidiary: “Didi Autonomous Driving” is planning to raise
as much as $500 million at a valuation of nearly $6 billion
to accelerate mass production of its driverless vehicles
and invest in technologies like artificial intelligence chips.

Drone Major Group has announced the launch of the first
ever drone technology ‘Test and Development Area’ project, to be created in the Liverpool City Region. The project aims to to develop operational drone capabilities to
be delivered in the fields of urban logistics, the environment, security, maritime logistics, port & maritime, and
the wider community.

Mapping company teams up with
games developer
It’s an unusual partnership in the automobile industry: Mapping company HERE Technologies announced that it‘s partnering with San Francisco-based
video game software developer Unity. The gamesspecialist shall add 3D graphics used for video game
development to vehicle infotainment screens, including for maps and navigation.
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Locomotive takes advantage
of 3D-printed parts
American transit rail manufacturer Wabtec developed a new battery-electric rail locomotive, powered
by a 2.4-mW system. This innovation shows a remarkable use of AM (additive manufacturing): 3D-printed parts are in the smart brake and the battery-electric locomotive, among many more components the
company is producing. Wabtec claims to reduce manufacturing waste by up to 80 percent using AM.
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UPSIM – Unleash Potentials in Simulation

cialists and occasional users to safely benefit
from simulation.

DR. MARTIN BENEDIKT | Area Manager Efficient Development, Head of Co-Simulation & Software
Comprehensive Use Cases
Increasing trust in system modelling and simulation is essential for
enabling Digital Twin enriched system development, production, and
operation. The ITEA3 UPSIM project aims for system simulation credibility. This shall be realized by introducing a formal simulation quality
management approach, encompassing collaboration and continuous
integration for complex systems.
“Digital Twin” is one of the emerging technologies in almost all industrial sectors. The term
directly refers to the physical asset and allows
it to be simulated, controlled and improved.
But: A recent market study outlines that currently less than 1 % of physical machines and
components “are modelled in a way that the
models capture and mimic behaviour”!
UPSIM is aiming for Credible Digital Twins and
will change this situation significantly with
predictive capabilities, leading to an opening
and the accessibility of multi-billion markets
prospected like for virtual commissioning and
predictive maintenance.
Simulation Governance

Dr. Martin Benedikt
martin.benedikt@v2c2.at

UPSIM addresses the problem by the introduction of four major innovations based on
the concept of Simulation Governance:

8
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Cloud Service

(1) Modelling & Simulation reference processes and a metric for determining the Digital-Twin Readiness Level;
(2) Collaboration patterns for efficient Digital
Twin development;
(3) Artificial-Intelligence enriched Hybrid
Simulations for ensuring simulation-reality convergence; and finally
(4) an infrastructure for the ‘chained’ identification of Credible Digital Twin simulation
artefacts.
The main project outcomes shall be made
available via open access and an open source
repository, for ensuring technology sustainability, a broad market-uptake and a long-term
economical added value. Proposed innovations will engage additional value streams and
the emergence of new business models.
The provision of credible and uniquely identified Simulation Apps via domain-specific
marketplaces is instrumental to massive
exploitation, as efficiency and speed of using
simulation is perhaps the primary factor
impacting how frequently and widely simulation is conducted – Simulation Apps will
allow a much broader audience of non-spe-

UPSIM partners cover complete value-chains
within agriculture, healthcare, automotive
and smart building domains for implementing UPSIM results in a multi-disciplinary and
multi-domain fashion. Within the project, 4
main use cases are being targeted:
Automotive Use Case:
Scenario-based Testing
Testing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) is challenging, as the environmental conditions that appear in reality are manifold and complex. UPSIM will
take on the task of proper integration and
configuration of complex tool-chains for
scenario-based testing of (partly) automated vehicles.
Healthcare Use Case:
Medical Imaging Catheter
Virtual Design and Testing of medical imaging catheters by means of creating interacting device/human Digital Twins: This
use case will lead to quantification of credibility and accuracy of these interacting
digital twins for virtual testing, as well as
potential workflow and business value.

Agriculture Use Case:
Agriculture Robot
By increasing the physics-based modelling, simulation and digital twin capabilities will provide valuable insights about
the overall machine performance in the
design phase as well as during field operation.
Smart Building Use Case:
Smart Facility Management
From predicting the real-time effects of
complex HVAC system changes to allowing for remote diagnostics (without
the need for costly and disruptive on-site
visits), more intelligent simulation techniques can speed up facility management
and reduce costs and harmful emissions
in the process.

Watch the video:
Introduction to
UPSIM

Factbox
Key Elements for
Credible Digital Twins
For providing Credible Digital Twins,
the UPSIM Project proposes a threelayered solution approach for ensuring credibility and trust in system
modelling and simulation for unleashing broad scale economic value.

www.upsim-project.eu
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UPSIM

Autonomous Driving

UNLEASH POTENTIALS IN SIMULATION

Dr. Martin Benedikt
Area Manager
Efficient Development,
Head of Co-Simulation &
Software
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Three questions to...

What is the idea about the project UPSIM?
Martin Benedikt: When we talk about
Modelling & Simulation, most of us immediately think on the obvious benefits and major
applications like design-space exploration,
testing critical scenarios, replacement of real
tests, and so on … but there is “no free lunch”
and simulations typically require high effort
in modelling, management, or mean additional costs for tooling infrastructure.
In a consequence, companies have to tailor their modelling and simulation activities
according to the return-of-invest and how
smart simulation is done and being used,
and essentially this is the point where UPSIM
comes into play. The project is about quantification of simulation credibility and thus quality assurance for virtual development.
What is crucial for managing such a project?
Martin Benedikt: Coordinating a project like
UPSIM usually begins a long time before the
official start of the project. Besides being
aware of ongoing activities within the community and market trends, a proper consortium needs to be built up to a solid mix of
complementary partners from industry and
academia.
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Digibus® Austria:
Safe Deployment of
Autonomous Shuttles
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DR. GEORG STETTINGER | Group Leader Control Systems

Each partner shall cover a dedicated part of
the business and technological value chain
and the project shall bring an added-value
by collaboration. Thus, the biggest challenge
is facilitating partner collaboration and communication during projects preparation and
its execution phases – finally it’s about the
collaborating people involved who make proposals and projects successful!
What is the biggest benefit of UPSIM?
Martin Benedikt: A recent market study outlines that “less than 1% of physical machines
and components are modelled in way that
the models capture and mimic behaviour”
today!
This clearly indicates the lack of measures for
describing simulations fit-for-purpose and
their credibility. Assuring simulation capabilities will significantly increase trust and acceptance and brings simulation into the position of being the substantial tool for decision
making, increasing development effectiveness and companies’ competitiveness alike.

Integrating autonomous shuttles in regional public transport is an important part of future
mobility concepts. Nevertheless, deploying autonomous shuttles bears many risks and uncertainties. To minimize these risks, VIRTUAL VEHICLE implemented a virtual risk assessment
method within the Digibus® Austria project, to enable a safe deployment of autonomous
shuttles.
In the Austrian flagship project Digibus® Austria, a detailed procedure model was developed. It guides potential operators of automated shuttles step by step from the planning to
the operation of self-driving shuttles.

Digibus is Austrias
flagship project for a safe
and reliable automated
public transport shuttle.
The purpose is to plan and implement a safe
and reliable operation of automated shuttles
on public roads. The results form the basis for
an Austrian reference model for real-world
testing and operation of highly or fully automated vehicles in local public transport.
In the project, VIRTUAL VEHICLE has developed smart virtual risk assessment methods
for the use of autonomous shuttles. They use
digital twins to evaluate all eventualities in
advance. In the process, a digital twin of the
real environment was created to simulate
and evaluate all eventualities in advance. This
includes the sensor set-up, the vehicle dynamics, the driving function as well as the static
and dynamic environment.

Based on the evaluated trajectories, the most
suitable one can be chosen for deployment,
specific changes in the infrastructure can thus
be suggested. The initial shuttle deployment
can then be used to gather data to further
validate the simulation and update the risk
assessment.

Dr. Georg Stettinger
georg.stettinger@v2c2.at

Factbox
Project duration: 04/2017-03/2021
Coordinator: Salzburg Research

Watch the video:
Introduction to
DIGIBUS

Addressed fields:
• Driving environment and digital
infrastructure
• Driving scenarios and interaction
with other traffic participants
• Automated mobility system and
passenger interaction during
driverless operation
Highlight:
The test drives in Koppl in 2017 were one
of the first attempts worldwide with a selfdriving shuttle on public roads in mixed
traffic in a rural environment.

www.digibus.at
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Autonomous Driving

AI for Shared Connected Mobility:

Future Mobility based on
the European Green Deal
LISA-MARIE SCHICKER, MA MSC | Senior Project Manager

Project HiEFFICIENT

Highly Efficient and Reliable E-Drivetrains
DR. MATTHIAS K. SCHARRER | Senior Researcher, Battery Group

A new project focusses on reliable electric drivetrains based on modular, intelligent and highly integrated wide band gap (WBG) power electronics modules: HiEFFICIENT partners are leveraging synergies to bring
advanced, integrated and reliable WBG technologies to the automotive
market, meeting the highest reliability and performance requirements
the automotive industry is accustomed to.
The project kick-off this May was joined by a
total of 33 partners from 9 countries. The AVLled project represents the complete value
chain, ranging from the semiconductor manufacturers to the module integrators and system
suppliers (1st Tier), and the OEMs themselves.
HiEFFICIENT x Europe

Dr. Matthias Karl Scharrer
matthias.scharrer@v2c2.at

This project received funding from
ECSEL Joint Undertaking (JU) and
national funding agencies.
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The developments planned in HiEFFICIENT
are based on the results of HiPERFORM, the
predecessor project. It has set ambitious
goals not only to support the European Green
Deal and a resource-efficient and decarbonized transportation system. It also will strengthen the European semiconductor industry by working on the first GaN-based SoC
half-bridge for 650 V. The partners will work
on industrial use cases to demonstrate their
achievements throughout the project.
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In May 2021, the ECSEL project AI4CSM started to master the challenge of enabling
a large-scale sustainable mobility based on the Green Deal principles.

AI4CSM and the European Green Deal

HiEFFICIENT x VIRTUAL VEHICLE
VIRTUAL VEHICLE has an extensive automotive knowledge and hardware expertise in
electronic components.

„The HiEFFICIENT partners have
set ambitious goals to reduce
CO2 emissions towards a more
sustainable transport.“
Based on this know-how, data driven models
for prognostic health management, as well as
multi-physics models for magnetic and thermal components provide a sound basis with
high potential for innovation. With a modular
simulation environment at its core, this will
enable the prediction of efficiency improvements, while the functional safety of the system will be taken into account.
Together, we will target next generation SiC
and GaN-based components for future electric vehicles in highly automated/autonomous
driving scenarios.

The European Green Deal defines 4 key elements for a sustainable mobility and automotive industry: climate neutrality, zero pollution Europe, sustainable transport, and the
transition to a circular economy. The digital
transformation in the mobility and transportation sector relies on electric, connected,
autonomous and shared (ECAS) vehicles.

“In the Green Deal context, AI4CSM
will offer new mobility services with
reduced ecological footprint.”

Smart Connected Shared Mobility
for urban areas
VIRTUAL VEHICLE leads the activities around
smart connected shared mobility for urban
areas. The vision is to enable a safe, efficient
and green autonomous mobility in urban
areas.

Lisa-Marie Schicker, MA MSc
lisa-marie.schicker@v2c2.at

To realize the stated vision, the development
of smart edge- and cloud-based building
bricks for autonomous mobility interconnected with secure communication architectures
and systems represents the key challenge.

The AI4CSM project positions itself as a key
initiative for the European digital transition
towards ECAS. With a consortium of 41 partners, it will enable the next level of maturity
and end-user acceptance especially for multimodal traffic solutions. The aim is to develop
the functional architectures for next generation ECAS vehicles based on ECS, embedded
intelligence and functional virtualization for
connected and shared mobility using trustworthy AI.
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HVAC Optimisation

Efficiency increase

Predictive Maintenance

Figure 1: eco2jet system test rig in the climate chamber

Figure 2: Decision boundary (hyperplane)
generated by support vector machine (SVM)

PETER SCHRANK | Senior Researcher, Innovative Thermal Management & Comfort Systems

The consortium of the national R&D flagship project eco2jet is committed to develop an environmentally friendly R744 air conditioning
system with heat pump functionality. The development includes new
energy-efficient, cost-effective and production-related components
as well as intelligent control strategies and predictive maintenance
algorithms. The system will be demonstrated and evaluated in regular operation in a Railjet train of the national railway operator ÖBB
(Austrian Federal Railways). eco2jet is funded by Klima- und Energiefonds (KLI.EN) within the energy research program.

solution on this matter: It achieves an annual energy efficiency increase by at least 30 %,
compared to conventional railway AC systems
with Hydrofluorocarbon (HFC) vapour compression and electrical resistance heating. At
the same time, it reduces the amount of emitted greenhouse gas emissions attributed to the
energy production by a minimum of 30 %.
Ways to increase energy efficiency

Visit the website:
www.eco2jet.at

Not only because of the Green Deal and Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), there is a
clear political objective on national and European levels towards a sustainable shift from
road to rail, particularly in passenger transport. However, this shift requires solutions that
improve the attractiveness of the rail sector in
terms of energy efficiency. For example, HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning) systems account for up to 30% of the total energy
consumption for passenger rail traffic, making
HVAC systems the major energy consumer following traction1. In total, the HVAC energy consumption of a long distance train can rise up to
100 MWh per year2. In comparison: A private
two persons household consumes about 3 to 4
MWh per year. This gives the railway sector the
potential for significant energy savings.
The optimised eco2jet air conditioning (AC)
system with heat pump functionality offers a
1
Schmitt, M.; Berlitz, T. 2014. Energie-Verbrauchszyklus zur Bestimmung der
Energie-Effizienz von Schienenfahrzeug-Klimaanlagen. ZEVrail, v. 138/5
2
Kreitmayer, M.; Haller, G., 2008. Energieverbrauchsanalyse und Energieeinsparungspotenziale bei der Klimatisierung von Schienenfahrzeugen. ZEVrail,
Tagungsband Schienenfahrzeugtagung Graz, p. 88 – 94
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The use of the natural refrigerant R744 (Carbon
Dioxide - chemical formula: CO2) in a hermetic
refrigeration cycle represents an innovative,
future-oriented technology. This is because of
its negligible GWP (global warming potential)
and favorable thermodynamic properties for
heat pump applications. Technical findings can
be transferred to other mobile or stationary
applications.
The primary objective is to meet the comfort
criteria of the passengers in a wide operating
range with low environmental impact by using
novel heat exchangers, an advanced system
architecture and an intelligent control strategy. Furthermore, predictive maintenance strategies shall help to reduce the operating and
maintenance costs: The predictive maintenance leads to a more variable scheduling of service intervals as well as optimised spare parts
management. It relies on the current system
condition state and is evaluated by continuous
or periodic monitoring. The purposes of predictive maintenance are component monitoring of

the compressor(s), air filters or refrigerant valves (cost saving and conservation of resources)
and refrigerant level monitoring (system efficiency and safety).
Machine learning methodologies
Machine learning (ML) reveals new options
of analysing complex systems, to find novel
insights of specific data or failure patterns in
a reproducible manner. And in terms of failure
detection, the eco2jet system test rig (Fig. 1)
serves as a basis to demonstrate a possible
application of predictive maintenance based
on a supervised ML approach. After all, targeted measurement series with known component or system issues are used as training data
for the ML algorithm.
After a ML training process, several signal pairs
are compared with each other and the ML
algorithm (e.g. SVM – support vector machine)
detects whether the data is either within a
“healthy” system condition in green or in a malfunction area in red (Fig. 2). Thus, depending
on specific combinations of measuring signal
pairs, different system failures like underfilled
systems, soiled filters or valve failures etc. become detectable.
eco2jet system performance data
In total, the eco2jet system supplies a max.
cooling capacity of approx. 38.0 kW per wagon
at a COP (coefficient of performance) of 1.80
during testing. In heat pump mode, the max.
heating capacity is 34.0 kW at a COP of 2.28.

Three Questions to...
What was the challenge of the project?
Peter Schrank: The eco2jet flagship project, powered by Klima- & Energiefonds, is a contribution to the
compliance with the energy-, climate- and technology-political preferences regarding energy-efficiency
and greenhouse gas reduction in mobile refrigeration/
heat pump applications. The project partners are committed to support and cover the Austrian technology
leadership respectively strengthen the international
Austrian competitiveness regarding future as well as
energy- and cost-efficiency technologies.

Peter Schrank
Senior Researcher,
Innovative Thermal
Management &
Comfort Systems
VIRTUAL VEHICLE
peter.schrank@v2c2.at

What benefits do you expect from this research in the
eco2jet flagship project?
Peter Schrank: Increasing the total HVAC system energy efficiency by at least 30% compared to conventional
railway HVAC systems. This will be achieved with intelligent control and predictive maintenance methods as
well as a particular system- and component-development. This is accompanied by a minimum CO2-reduction of at least 30% during operation.
Where do you see biggest impact of research results?
Peter Schrank: First, the strengthening of the technology-leadership and market share by new R744 components for railway applications. Besides, I would also
mention a sustainable establishment of the R744 technology for other mobile and stationary applications.
Finally, the positive impact on environmental protection, the improvement of the passengers comfort and
safety as well as the cost reduction for the operator.
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Expert Talk
CORD GATZKA
Leiter IoT Bahntechnik
Deutsche Bahn AG

Various Twins One Philosophy
Cord Gatzka on the potential of Digital Twins and how a philosophy
shall pave the way for innovative digital technologies at Deutsche Bahn.
The EU-Commission has declared 2021 the
European Year of Rail. The initiative shall
highlight the benefits of rail as a backbone of
mobility. Based on this, why are Digital Twins
relevant for railway systems?
Cord Gatzka: At Deutsche Bahn, we see
Digital Twin activities already in different
stages and it‘s an upcoming topic throughout
the industry. What is still missing and currently being addressed is an overall strategy that
basically encompasses the entire group from
asset management to resource planning to
process optimisation. So, the real challenge is
to pick up and integrate all those single activities in the fields of high-quality user interfaces, data virtualisation, twin connectivity,
network of twins and twin intelligence and
then, based upon deep understanding of
these complex ecosystems, start to develop a
comprehensive corporate strategy.
When it comes to Digital Twin, Deutsche Bahn
is talking about an experimental field - why?
Cord Gatzka: Within Deutsche Bahn, like
in many other companies, there is no definition of a generally accepted standard that

16
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points out what a Digital Twin actually is.
We have identified relevant pillars to further
shape our Digital Twin philosophy and start
building the foundations and possibilities
for experiments. Today, we can state that, to
our understanding, Digital Twins describe
assets, people or processes. They are digital
representations of things in the real world
(existence of the thing is irrelevant). Digital
Twins offer different information in an intuitive format and thus enable an overarching
exchange of information. They can contain
algorithms, simulations and services that
describe or influence past, present or future
properties and behaviour of the represented
objects. Last but not least, they have shall ultimately optimise our business outcome.
As an example, I would like to mention the
Train Twin as an experimental field. This is
an IoT lighthouse project initiated by the DB
Group CTO division and is composed of various conceptual and technical levels. Combined, the different, structured levels result in
the overall Train Twin. In this specific use-case,
all relevant components and information
flows as well as their interactions within the
train are represented. A digital, representative
image of a physical train allows to overcome
the existing challenges. This is just one piece
in a large puzzle, and today, we see ourselves

at the beginning of a long-lasting and successful journey.
How would you define this philosophy, and
how deeply is it linked to the real world?
Cord Gatzka: As mentioned, the Digital
Twin represents the secure and true digital
image of the real railway system and thus
forms the foundation for a strong customer
experience. Digital Twins become the central
instance between Deutsche Bahn, manufacturers, suppliers and customers.

“Digital Twins are as complex as
the real world.”

fic rules. On the other hand, it is not only an
experimental philosophy, because all activities have the clear goal to optimise the business outcome and experiment with new business models and processes.
While there is a clear market-trend towards
the use of digital twins across organizations
and their network to form intelligent value
creation networks, there is still no overarching
roadmap for achieving this vision. Besides,
the Digital Twin does not stop at the border
of Deutsche Bahn, but includes service providers and partners as well. Therefore, we share
our information and activities openly to foster comprehensible formats and information
exchange.
Where do you see the biggest challenges?

As mentioned, we basically see three big Digital Twins: assets, people, and processes. Different Digital Twins enable technologies such
as IoT connectivity, data virtualisation, analytics, machine learning, user interface and the
network of twins. They offer different information in an intuitive format and thus enable
an overlapping exchange of information.
It is rather a philosophy, because it points to
a certain direction instead of defining speci-

Cord Gatzka: Currently, the question is
how to find the true benefits of Digital Twins
and how to exploit their potential. Furthermore, it is still unclear how the operation and
governance of Digital Twins can be organized across the entire product life cycle and
across companies. A broad market availability
of turnkey solutions is not available yet. The
implementation of standards for a comprehensive exchange of data and information,
and thus the successful use of digital twins, is

magazine No. 31|2021
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Expert Talk (cont.)

Project Updates

becoming a complex challenge. Some examples would be evaluation and presentation of
AI, ML and model-based data streams in a single environment/dashboard to support decision making processes, to name but a few.
Digital Twins are as complex as the real world
- connected ecosystems with clear formats
and scopes will be the key to success.
However, I personally believe that Digital
Twins will serve as the basis for large-scale Industry 4.0 in railway systems. Therefore,
they are considered as decisive success factors in the future and hence of major importance for Deutsche Bahn.
Could Digital Twins increase the attractiveness
of DB as an employer - particularly for young
potentials?

Cord Gatzka: The complexity of railway
systems technology and operations is constantly increasing and requires the commitment of motivated people. This is not limited
to young employees but applies to all age
groups alike. We need to find a balance between vision and realism to deliver tangible
results in a collaborative manner. Due to these facts, and a more agile working environment, the answer to the question may be selfevident.
The RTI mission “Digitalisation: efficient and
climate-friendly operation of infrastructure,
mobility, and logistics services” for example
addresses the potential offered by digitalisation and other technological developments
in achieving a climate-neutral mobility system.

Project Updates

“Artificial Intelligence?”
Exhibition at Technisches
Museum Wien
Together with the Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,
Innovation and Technology (BMK), the Technisches Museum Wien sheds a light on the
myths surrounding the innovation topic of
the 21st century. The exhibition “Artificial Intelligence?” gives visitors a transparent, reflective look at the utopias and hysterias surrounding humanoid robots and autonomous
systems. In this context, autonomous vehicles
are of course essential.

Watch the video:

As scientific partners, VIRTUAL VEHICLE and
the Graz University of Technology set up an
interactive station, where visitors have the
chance to experience the various automotive
sensor systems and see through the eyes of
autonomous vehicles. The exhibition is open
until Summer 2022.
www.technischesmuseum.at/exhibition/artificial_intelligence

TRIPLEHYBRID
APPROACH
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Triple Hybrid Approach

FR8RAIL IV

Context-dependent knowledge such as the
dynamics of vehicles and tracks under varying operating conditions makes it possible
to combine different methodologies into an
overall approach. VIRTUAL VEHICLEs Triple
Hybrid Approach TM builds up on three critical pillars to answer questions concerning the
maintenance of rail areas (predictive maintenance etc.):
Knowledge Generation – Combination of
overall system simulations and real operational measurements or test facilities,
Data Acquisition – Combination of
data from on-board and wayside
monitoring systems,
Algorithm Development –
Combination of model-based and
data-driven approaches.

The objective of the FR8RAIL IV project is to
further develop technologies relevant for
the rail freight sector. It builds up on the successful predecessors FR8RAIL II and FR8RAIL
III and focuses on “Use-centric rail freight innovation for Single European Railway Area“.
FR8RAIL IV seeks to increase technical readiness of the specific technologies developed
through innovation actions up to TRL 7. The
expected result is an interoperable, modular
and compatible architecture for European automated train operation over European Train
Control System (ETCS), able to deliver goods
safely, reliably and cost-efficiently, making
rail the first choice for European freight customers for medium and long distance cargo
transportation.
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Project Updates

Project Updates

Smart charging on a large scale
Smart Charging on a large scale refers to a
charging system where a large number of
electric vehicles (33-40 mio. until 2030), charging stations and charging operators share
data connections and contribute via bidirectional energy flows to well-balanced grid
loads, while ensuring user acceptance.

Watch the video:
Introduction to
HADRIAN

In this context, the battery and the vehicle are
only one part of a large overall system of systems. It can only be operated efficiently if all
parts have all information predicatively (e.g.
charging behaviour) and in real time as a basis to control the charging demand on a large
scale via incentives in a user-friendly manner.

HADRIAN
The project HADRIAN investigates and redefines the roles of the driver of automated vehicles, using a holistic user centred approach
that integrates drivers, vehicles, and road infrastructure. Drivers learn about the capabilities and limitations of their vehicle using an
online tutoring system.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE revealed its competences
for smart charging on a large scale during a
presentation at the Green Tech Cluster Styria.
Essential contributions of VIRTUAL VEHICLE
to Smart Charging include the trustworthy
prediction of charging behaviour and user acceptance, co-simulation (extension of system
boundaries) as the basis for a digital twin of a
system of systems and digital twinning of batteries as an essential component in the smart
charging systems of systems.

An advanced driver monitoring detects the
needs for dynamic, “fluid” interventions. The
project is led by VIRTUAL VEHICLE and brings
together 16 European partners from large industry, SME, academia and research, covering
properly the entire value chain.

stability
little
enforcement

GENDrive
In order to fully exploit the potential of automated driving functions, such a new technology must be truly and adequately used by
drivers. However, this requires the various
user groups to gain sufficient technology acceptance and system trust.
The recently completed FFG project GENDrive
focused specifically on a scientific field study
to identify gender- and diversity-related differences in requirements, system use, perceptions, acceptance and trust in the context of
(partially) automated driving functions. A key
element was the aggregation and analysis of
objective and subjective data, such as data on
vehicle use, driving behaviour, driving styles,
traffic situation, or drivers.

20
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From project idea to new algorithms, prototype, patent and spin-off:

TEDLAB

TED - Tomographic Emission Detector

Tomographic Emission Detector

BERNHARD FISCHBACHER | Senior Researcher | Advanced Measurement & Fluid Flow Simulation

Air quality in the urban regions has been in discussion for decades. Although there is a shift of propulsion systems towards electric vehicles,
the combustion engine will accompany us for further decades along
with air pollution issues. The team for advanced measurement solutions
at VIRTUAL VEHICLE identified and picked up the emission topic already
long before the “VW Dieselgate” became public.

DI Bernhard Fischbacher
bernhard.fischbacher@v2c2.at

Measurement technology has always been
the enabler for innovation and technology
optimization. The biggest issue around Diesel
engines are the NOX emissions. The most promising technology for exhaust aftertreatment
is the selective catalytic reduction (SCR). SCR
uses a urea-water solution (AdBlue®) being
injected into the exhaust gas. The AdBlue® is
converted to ammonia which acts as a reduction agent for NOX within the SCR reaction.
This process is well known for stationary power plant processes, but for the application in
vehicles and their dynamic behaviour the
process turns out to be very complex to parametrize. Depending on the operating conditions, several problems like underdosing,
overdosing or solid depositions can lead to a
complete system malfunction.
The investigation of the complexity of an SCR
system was the very beginning of the success
story of the Tomographic Emission Detector – TED. Next to fundamental experiments
on the thermal behaviour of the system and
the crucial formation of depositions, dynamic
emission measurement became relevant as
well. One of the key parameters for the best
emission conversion is the ammonia concentration distribution entering the catalyst con-
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verter. Up to now, the common methodology
uses classical gas analysers like FTIR spectrometer in combination with an extraction probe and a mechanical traversing unit to probe
at a variety of geometrical points. The procedure takes several hours with the uncertainty
of time invariance of the engine and possible reactions along the extraction path. It is
impossible to capture any kind of dynamic
effects inside the exhaust system.
Innovative Approach
The revolutionary idea to develop a system
that measures all quantities in-situ (no manipulation of the experiment) by applying optical methods should raise the experimental
SCR investigations to a whole new level. The
concept includes gas detection using the
light absorption in the deep ultraviolet spectral region. By applying multiple optical paths
through the measurement cross section one
can obtain projections of the gas distribution
as basis for an inverse problem. The image
reconstruction is based on well-known tomographic methods adapted to the present problem category.
The first projects aimed on the feasibility of
the concept included first experiments with
the UV technology as well as the development
of first algorithms for spectrum analysis and
tomographic reconstruction. Since the basic
investigations were promising, a first simple
prototype using non dispersive methods was
constructed to prove the potential on the hot

air test bench. This first prototype confirmed
the expectations and gave the project a new
drive. First industrial partners started to believe in the technology after their initial doubt
on the feasibility of the concept.
New Developments
The latest and most valuable step for the technology started in 2019 with the acceptance of
the project in the FFG program “Spin-Off Fellowship” aiming on the commercialization of
the device. This includes a thorough market
analysis and business plan development as
well as technical progress. Within the SpinOff Fellowship, a fully featured prototype has
been designed using dispersive methods.
This prototype enables the distinction of all
emission relevant gases of a diesel engine.
After a construction phase of about 14
months, the prototype successfully proved
its full potential on the engine test bench and
removed the remaining doubts for the suitability of optical methods for this problem

task. For the very first time it was possible to
visualize the dynamic effects of SCR injections
into the exhaust system at a frame rate of 100
images per second.
The next steps include the preparation for the
spin off foundation which will take place 2021
and further development towards product
launch and commercialization of the technology.

2013: Project idea for a fast in-situ optical measurement device
2014: First conceptional investigations on the hot air test bench and
engine test bench
2016: Development launch of the first simple tomographic prototype
2017: Development of tomographic algorithms
2018: Successful prove of concept on hot air test bench
2018: Patent application
2019: Project launch TED development for engine test bench
2020: Initial operation of TED prototype

TIMELINE

Impact of Research:
Best of Innovations

2021: Spin off foundation

Compared to the SOTA
measurement procedure
using extractive methods,
the TED prototype increases
the time resolution from
several hours per image to
100 images per second.
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GRITLAB

Safety

Graz Railway Intelligence Tech Lab | 2021
Railways Digital Twin, Simulation & Virtualisation

October 7th, 2021
MP09, Graz/Austria

Project SINUS

Sensor Integration for
Urban Risk Prediction
MATTHIAS MAURER | Senior Researcher, Contextual Information Systems & Operational Insights

DIGITAL TWINS:

Digitalisation & Virtualisation

The SINUS project will combine physiological sensor data, gained by wearables, with data interfaces of urban data ecosystems – available data created in and by an urban environment. That will pave the way for next-level, spot-on traffic risk
predictions. Two ICT-supported information applications will showcase its usefulness for vulnerable road users (VRUs).
„SINUS“ – this project-name stands for “Sensor Integration for Urban Risk Prediction”. It
deals with a question which is highly relevant
for future urban mobility: How to link mobile
human sensors with the heterogeneous data
interfaces of urban data ecosystems? If connected properly, improved forecasts of traffic
risks for vulnerable road users in urban road
networks could be made available. For example, a smartwatch might signal a cyclist to
avoid one route and chose another one based
on the current risk rating of these two routes.
Prediction of safety risks

Matthias Maurer
SINUS Project Leader
matthias.maurer@v2c2.at

This research is based on the creation and
integration of a semantic interoperability
between different, previously isolated data
sources. Current data analysis methods, such
as machine learning, will be applied and further developed. Ultimately, predictions of
occurring safety risks for observed standard
situations such as home-going traffic on certain routes will be made available. The key is
a high spatio-temporal resolution in an urban
road network, such as the inner city of Salzburg or Graz. The information could be used
in a wide variety of ICT (Information and Communications Technology) supported applica-

tion scenarios. Examples would be transportation management, public safety planning,
crowd management, health monitoring,
digital mobility services or city planning. As
a proof-of-concept, two ICT-supported information applications are implemented and
evaluated.

GRITLAB KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

GRITLAB MASTERCLASS

Demonstrators and milestones
Within the project, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is
responsible for one of the two proof of concept demonstrator applications. They aim to
provide on-trip information from the road
safety prediction model to cyclists. Users will
be warned through different stimuli as soon
as they enter a risk zone with increased predicted road risks. Significant project milestones will be, among others:

Giorgio Travaini

Kurt Bauer

S2R Joint Untertaking

ÖBB

WHO IS IT FOR?

Cord Gatzka
Deutsche Bahn

Get Inspired

Virtual Development
& Validation

Digital Innovators

Build Relationships

Virtual Approval &
Certification

Students

Do Networking

ML Application for
Condition Monitoring
and Prognosis

Exhibitors

Be Curious

Start Up‘s

sinus.trafficon.eu

Siemens

Uwe Ossberger

voestalpine Railway
Systems GmbH

TOPICS

Researchers

Test field in cooperation with Urban
Mobility Lab Salzburg;
City risk dashboard for decision makers
to allow for spot-on traffic management;
Prototype wearables for VRUs, namely
cyclists, to access risk predictions.

Christoph Heinrich

Railways Digital Twins
Deployment and Digital
Services
End-2-End Approaches
for Data Ingestions
Railways Digital Twin
Eco System

Large-Scale
Simulations (fast
calculation models)

Railway Digital Twins
as Key Enabler for
Operational Excellence

Collaborative
Engineering &
Digital Operation

Data Availability,
Data Traceability,
Data analytics

Supported by:

#gritlab21

Organized by:
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Three questions to...
Norah Neuhuber
Norah is a Senior Researcher at VIRTUAL VEHICLE. She holds a Master’s degree in Psychology
from the University of Graz. Her current research
focuses on how drivers interact with automated
vehicles and how inadequate interaction strategies can be detected and addressed by specific
driver trainings.

She is involved in national and international
research projects focusing on Human Factors
topics. The main goal is to design future automated vehicles in a way that drivers can safely
and easily interact with those vehicles.

Andreas Festl
Andreas is a Senior Researcher at VIRTUAL
VEHICLE. He holds a bachelor’s and a master’s
degree in technical mathematics, both from
Graz University of Technology. His research
focuses on the analysis of time-based sensor measurements, where he is interested in
the theoretical models as well as in the more
application-oriented aspects like time-series
databases and stream-processing.

1

What are your current
topics and projects?

Norah: Currently, I am finishing the VERDI
project, which is funded by SFG. We cooperated with the University of Graz to address nontechnical questions around level 3 automated
vehicles. The project aims to combine a number
of different disciplines, such as Law, Sociology,
Ethics and Psychology, to address this topic in
an interdisciplinary way. I am responsible for
the Human Factors efforts in this project, where we conducted a simulator study to analyze
how drivers interact with automated vehicles in
situations where these systems do not function
reliably.

26

Although Andreas uses several programming languages, he is passionate about showing the world that Research offers the most
beautiful and effective way to work with data.
For this reason, he loves to give workshops
and lectures about programming with data,
which he has also done professionally.
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Andreas: I’m involved in multiple projects
that cover a wide range of topics, but one of
my highlights is certainly the D-TRAS project
I am leading. In this project, we create a platform to predict the traffic risk for car drivers
and motorcycle riders, based on their individual driving characteristics. We warn them
timely in case of a potentially dangerous situation. Ultimately, it‘s going to make driving
safer for everyone; particularly in rural areas
that haven‘t been focus of research yet.

What do you like most
about this project?

Norah: First, the research itself is very interesting
and also very close to reality as today’s vehicles
are not able to handle every driving situation.
Focussing on traffic safety, it is important to
analyze how drivers react to situations where
the automated vehicle does something unexpected - especially in these situations, drivers
have to be able to handle the vehicle safely.
On top, this exciting project combines a diverse
set of disciplines and I like the exchange between the project members. Every discipline has
a view from a different angle on the topic and
we all can learn a lot from each other.

together to join forces from the “local” research
organizations. At that time, a Styrian founding
agency, the SFG, had a call open which perfectly fit our topic and so we found a way to work
together relatively quickly and easily.

Andreas: I really like that D-TRAS deals with
the whole data chain. We start with capturing
the sensor data directly at the vehicle. Then
we transmit relevant parts to our Big-Data
platform, where we use techniques like neural networks to compute the individual risks.
Finally, we feed the warning back to the driver. I like this innovative approach: We develop a whole system within the project, so we
can try out the result in a field study with over
100 participants. This is a nice distinction to
other projects that tend to focus just on one
part of a larger system. Of course, this holistic
approach brings challenges as well, but we
can rely on a very competent and motivated
consortium from Austria and Germany. I’m
completely confident that we will achieve our
goals.

Andreas: From my early beginnings, I have
been working in data-centred projects related to the automotive domain. So, this topic
certainly meets my interests. Together with
my colleagues, I started to investigate how
we can detect driving behavior and risk from
sensor data before. Now, this project offers a
good opportunity to continue that work and
deepen our knowledge. I’m certain that our
current work in D-TRAS will not only be useful
in their own right, but will also lay the foundation for additional exciting research in this
field.

3

Your personal roadmap
to the project?

Norah: I was involved in another EU-project
at VIRTUAL VEHICLE, SCOTT, and a colleague of
ours met the team from the University of Graz at
an international conference. Both teams were
working on the topic of trust in automated systems and the idea was born to write a proposal
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DATA BEAM

Bridging the gap between the
virtual and the real world

Synchronized Wireless Information Platform

A connected development process brings simulation to the testbed and enables frontloading
of development tasks into earlier development
environments through virtualization.

A future-proof and open
development ecosystem
The conventional vehicle as we know it has been developed more
than a hundred years ago. And still today, the development process is quite hardware-centric.
Individual components, entire systems and complete vehicle prototypes are tested extensively
on testbeds and on the road to meet development requirements. The testing effort is even
multiplied by legislative demands (e.g. emission,
safety) and the fact that OEMs are developing
many technologies (HEV, BEV, FCEV) in parallel. Complicating matters further is the fact that
across the development process we are facing a
heterogeneous tool landscape. The goal is clear:
to achieve greater agility within the development
process by introducing new methodologies and
making development more software-centric.

How to tackle the journey?

Dr. Wolfgang Puntigam
Global Business Unit
Manager IODP, AVL

A three-step approach extends
the development process into a
development ecosystem:
1. Connected Development
2. Augmented Development
3. Omega Process

A next-generation Data Acquisition Platform.

Extending the development process
We can then augment the connected development process with the vehicle in-use phase and
a functional representation of the vehicle (i.e.
digital reality). It enables data-driven design
based on actual fleet data and lays the foundation for continuous software delivery into
vehicles. The introduction of a functional prototype makes it possible to know the development status in relation to the predefined functional requirements at any time throughout the
development.

Features:

Use-Cases for Single DAQ-Unit:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Decoupling the development
of software and hardware
So far, there has been an implicit boundary condition: All vehicle functions are fixed at the start
of production. What happens when this boundary condition no longer exists? In a softwarecentric development approach we can enhance the classical V process with a dedicated
development process for software
functions: the Omega process. Both
Omega and V need to be decoupled
to allow each to have its own speed
while providing the necessary interconnection between the two processes. In the end, this means faster
release cycles and the vehicle becomes a ContinousNEXT product.

TM

compact, modular design
external- or battery-powered
synchronous wireless sensor acquisition
multi-hop capable WSN technology
multifunctional (measure, process,
store and transfer data)
autonomous operation
multiple extension modules readily
available
adaptive: easily create modules with
new functionality
scalable, open software framework
(Docker, Python, REST-API)

DB

DB

vehicle fleet analysis
long-term measurements
automated measurements
edge-computing / data processing on device
V2X communication experiments
direct cloud upload via LTE connection
combine multiple data sources in single measuremenT

Use-Cases for Synchronous
Wireless Sensor Network:
•
•

synchronous measurement on distant/moving locations
distributed high-speed / -precision measurement

WSN
TimeSync

DB

DB

DB

DB
DB

DB

Wireless
Control
Interface
Local
Data
Storage

Docker
Containers
Live Data
Monitoring
Linux
Embedded
WiFi/LTE
Cloud
Connect

Compact - Multifunctional - Adaptive - Capable
Mag. Katrin Moser
Marketing Specialist
IODP, AVL

databeam@v2c2.at
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Global News

EventRecap

Save the dates:

New event: GRITLab 2021

Watch the video:
ARG Autonomous
Racing Team Graz

Autonomous Racing Graz
We make autonomous racing happening –
this is the slogan of Autonomous Racing Graz
(ARG). ARG is a team of researchers from VIR-

TUAL VEHICLE and Graz University of Technology that is competing in the Roborace series.
Roborace is the world‘s first autonomous
competition of teams developing self-driving
AI: the best software wins. Currently we are in
the middle of Season Beta. The special feature
of Season Beta is the integration of the Metaverse — a mixed reality where virtual obstacles appear on the real racetrack. Quite a challenge, especially with the team being in Graz
and the car driving in Las Vegas.
After 8 races, ARG holds the 3rd place as best
research team, even ahead of MIT, beaten
only by two commercial racing teams. Go
Team ARG!
www.autonomousracing.ai

Following the successful inauguration of the
“AI Summer School” 2020, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
created a spin-off event and invited international experts to join a virtual “Round Table”.
Inspired by the topic “AI-enabled Mobility”,
the participants discussed ethics & legal challenges of automated driving in Europe.
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GRITLAB

In October 2021, a new event format will be
established with „GRITLab“: up to three keynote speakers will provide lectures on the
topic of „Digital Twin“ and „Digitization & Optimization“.

Graz Railway Intelligence Tech Lab | 2021
Railways Digital Twin, Simulation & Virtualisation

October 7th, 2021
MP09 Graz/Austria

DIGITAL TWINS:
Digitalisation &
Virtualisation

Areas like the seamless integration of virtual
prototypes, information extraction from field
data and production or the virtualization and
optimization of new technologies will be discussed in several masterclasses. Topics will
be:
•
Digital Twin Turnouts
•
Digital Twin Bogies
•
Digital Twin Deployment

#gritlab21

www.gritlab.at

Summer School 2021

Sep. 13-15

In its second year, the Summer School will
go “Beyond AI”. This hybrid event will last
three days and will be hosted by a different
organizer.

Round Table „AI-enabled Mobility”

Organizer Jelena Rubesa-Zrim welcomed representatives from areas such as law, ethics,
industry, product assessment, and the insurance provider. With Matthias Scharrer as the
host and guest expert Paolo Pretto, challen-

Oct.7

•
•
•
ges and solutions for autonomous vehicles in
Europe have been discussed from different
perspectives.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE dedicates the first day
to “AI-enabled mobility”
Graz University of Technology will focus
on “Computational perception”
University of Graz will close the Summer School with “Bio-inspired and Biomimetic Algorithms”.
www.v2c2.at/summerschool2021

v2c2.at/ai-enabled-mobility/
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14th GRAZ SYMPOSIUM

VIRTUAL VEHICLE

SEP 1-2, 2021 | Graz, Austria

System Integration and Virtual Validation
THE NEXT BIG THING: SOFTWARE-DEFINED VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT

TOPICS

Virtualization to support Digitalization

Model-based Systems
Engineering & Design

Digital Twin perspectives
and utilizations

Collaborative Engineering
and Agile Culture

Continuous Integration
and Test Factories

Challenges of Virtual
Validation

Cloud and Edge Integration
and related Architectures

Considering Emerging
Standards
(NCAP, scenarios, simulator
interfaces, architectures,
functional safety, security etc.)

Data Availability,
Data Traceability,
Data analytics

Machine Learning
in Development
and Operation

KEYNOTES
Peter Rawlinson
CEO & CTO
Lucid Motors USA, Inc.

Carlo van Driesten
BMW Group

APPLICATION
AREAS

Future Vehicle Architectures
(E/E and Software)

Active Safety, Integrated Safety,
and Driver Assistance

Vehicle Development
(e.g. People Mover)

Connected and Automated Driving

Cross-domain Applicability
(e.g. Avionics, Rail, Production)

Florian Netter
Argo.AI

Organized by:

#gsvf21

www.gsvf.at
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